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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
ULTRATAP Block Liner, is a latex coated, non-woven fiberglass substrate for walls and ceilings. It is applied like a conventional wallcovering and can be used as a bridging material under wallcoverings, knockdown texture, or as a paintable surface.
ULTRATAP covers block, tile, knockdown texture, plaster, cracks, paneling, brick, damaged drywall, or other problem surfaces. For
renovation, it becomes an economical and time saving alternative to skim coating.
PRODUCT USES
Public housing, schools, dormitories, hotels, hospitals, offices, military facilities, government facilities, condos, apartments and residences.
ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT
ULTRATAP is environmentally responsible and is free from PVC, chlorine, and heavy metals.
TECHNICAL DATA
Size: Each roll measures 39” (1 meter) wide x 10.9 yards (10 meters) long and equiv to 107.6 sq.ft.
Thickness: 0.7mm.
Weight: 650 g/m2 or 19.17 oz/sq.yd.
Material Properties: Latex coated, non-woven fiberglass ground. Non shrinking.
Fire Rating: ASTM E84 Class A
WALL SURFACE PREPARATION
All wall or ceiling surfaces to be covered should be free of dust, dirt, stains, oily coatings, existing wallcoverings, loose paint or other
compounds preventing adhesive bond or impairing performance of installed materials. Wall substrates must be even, and true to
plane for proper installation.When covering surfaces such as knockdown texture, plaster, cracks, paneling, brick, masonry, tile, or
damaged drywall, minimal surface preparation may be required to determine amount of surface preparation, it is recommended to
install 3 test strips. For masonry, brick, and tile, level any surface projections and mortar spatters by grinding or scraping and fill mortar joints when a sound surface is required. For paneling, assure joined panel edges are secure and even. Filling grooves is required
if grooves exceed 1/8” in width. Avoid seaming at grooves on paneling, masonry or tile. A 4-inch vertical, smooth surface prep of
Durabond 90 is recommended where material is butt joined or double cut on masonry and tile applications. Porous and non-porous
surfaces should be primed with adhesive promoting R35 or equivalent primer/sizer. Allow primed surface to dry thoroughly.
INSTALLATION GUIDELINES
Pre-cut ULTRATAP in appropriate lengths allowing 2 to 4 inches for trimming. Recommended adhesives are heavy duty clay or vinyl
to vinyl. Apply adhesive to the back of the material using a 3/4” to 1” nap roller or pull through a pasting machine with a spread rate
of approximately 150 -180 sq.ft. per gallon. Apply ULTRATAP by pressing the material onto the wall surface using a plastic smoother
tool to eliminate air pockets and secure ULTRATAP to wall surface assuring a tight bond. Material may be overlapped and double cut
to assure a tight seam. However, it is recommended to allow the adhesive to ‘setup’ and bond with the wall surface at least
20 - 30 minutes before cutting the seams to avoid open seams. A butt-join application may be acceptable. Work from center of
strip toward edges. Trim along top and bottom with a sharp, fresh blade. All subsequent strips should be installed one strip at a time
as above.
As a wallcovering liner:
Allow the installed ULTRATAP to dry thoroughly at room temperature prior to priming. Prime the wall liner with a pre-wallcovering
primer to provide for proper bond between ULTRATAP, adhesive and wallcovering, and allow to dry. Install wallcovering according to
manufacturer’s specifications and recommended adhesives.
As a paintable surface:
Follow above installation guidelines and utilize an overlap and double cut method for a tight seam. Once material is installed and
adhesive is thoroughly dry, prime ULTRATAP with a latex bonding primer, allow to dry thoroughly, and apply 2 coats of specified topcoat paint finish for best results.
As a knock-down texture underlayment:
Follow above installation instructions and utilize an overlap and double cut for a tight seam. Once material is installed and adhesive
is thoroughly dry, follow knock-down texture manufacturer’s application procedures.

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY To the best of our knowledge the technical data contained herein are true and accurate at the date of
issuance but are subject to change without prior notice. We make no other warranty or guarantee of any kind, expressed or
implied, including merchantability and fitness for particular purpose. Liability, if any, is limited to replacement of defective
Block-Liner. Labor or cost of labor and other consequential damages are hereby excluded.
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